Translation of named entities (NE) 
Introduction
Translation of named entities (NE), including proper names, temporal and numerical expressions, is very important in statistical machine translation (SMT), because named entities, especially named persons, locations and organizations, convey essential meaning in human languages [1] [2] . Some approaches, like word/subword translation or transliteration, have been explored in the past few years [3] [4] [5] . However, applying the word-based source-channel paradigm to named entities translation usually leads to unsatisfactory results. The reason is, while the translation is conducted on word or character level (e.g., translation from Chinese to English), the meaning of a single word or character is inappropriately considered and some inherent properties of named entities are disregarded. For example, when translating " " (a Chinese location name) to English, the correct translation should be "Fenglingdu", but the character-by-character translation is "wind tomb cross", which makes no sense in the given context. Template-based NE translation may work well for temporal and numerical NEs, because of their limited vocabulary and fixed usage, but does not generalize well enough for proper name translation, especially foreign location or person names.
One possible solution is to build a bilingual named entity dictionary. Whenever a named entity is detected in the source language, its corresponding translations in the target language are acquired by dictionary lookup, and plugged into the appropriate position in the translation output. To build such a named entity dictionary, this approach needs a sentence aligned bilingual corpus with named entity annotation. Given the corpus, the dictionary can be built through named entity alignment. However, it is not easy to obtain such an annotated corpus. Manual annotation of bilingual corpora is extremely expensive, and automatic annotation using commercial software cannot guarantee high quality in named entity annotation, although it can be good enough for the starting point of an iterative procedure.
In this paper we propose an iterative approach to named entity translation/named entity extraction to a bilingual Chinese/English corpus. The initial bilingual corpus is first annotated using commercial NE annotation software, whose output is the baseline annotation corpus. Then an alignment model is applied to this corpus to generate a baseline NE dictionary. After that, the dictionary is used to correct some annotation errors in the corpus, and a new dictionary is generated from the corrected corpus. This procedure is iteratively conducted until there is no further improvement in the dictionary and annotation quality.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in section 2 the NE alignment model will be discussed, in section 3, the corrective annotation model will be proposed. Section 4 presents the whole iterative procedure, and discusses the experiment setting and results. Conclusions will be given in the last section.
Named Entity Alignment Model
The NE alignment model is exploited to generate a bilingual NE dictionary. For each NE entry in the source language, the dictionary contains m most probable NE translations in the target language. These candidate translations are obtained according to the co-occurrence frequency among aligned NE pairs with minimum alignment cost in a sentence.
Named entity translation cost
Given a sentence aligned bilingual text, word translation probabilities ) | ( e f p can be estimated using the well-known alignment models [6] [7] . Such a probability distribution can then be used to calculate the probability that a Chinese NE is the translation of an English NE. 
Sentence level named entity alignment
The sentence level NE alignment is to find a NE alignment scheme for a given bilingual sentence pair, to minimize the sentence alignment cost, SAC , which is defined as the sum of the translation cost of those aligned NE pairs.
Mathematically 
Corpus level named entity alignment probability
The sentence level NE alignment is conducted over the whole bilingual corpus. For each source language named entity, all the aligned named entities in the target language (over the whole corpus) are stored, together with the frequencies of their alignment. The NE alignment probability is then just the normalized alignment frequencies: 
Corrective Named Entity Annotation
Given the NE translation dictionary, some tagging errors in the baseline annotation can be corrected, by augmenting monolingual annotation with cross-lingual information. However, considering noisy errors in the NE translation dictionary, mismatches in sentences alignment, even the inexact translation among correctly aligned sentence pair, the annotation which is solely based on the NE dictionary will result in lower recall, although higher precision. So the corrective approach will adopt the new annotation only when the sentence alignment cost is lower than the baseline's cost. Now with the NE translation probability which expresses the context-independent alignment cost between a NE pair, and the NE alignment probability which indicates their alignment cost in the context of the whole bilingual corpus, the combined alignment cost, which we call the augmented NE alignment cost aug C is defined as:
where trans C is defined as in formula (2), and align C is defined as (5) . The interpolation parameter λ is selected to be 0.5 in the current implementation. NEs can be tagged with wrong TYPE tags, so the match between different TYPE NEs, e.g. a LOCATION NE is aligned to an ORGANIZATION NE, is allowed, but with a lower probability. Similar to the IBM-2 model, position information is also incorporated into the cost estimation, but with a small weight only because of the significant difference of word ordering between Chinese and English.
Since the NE translation probability is computed from word translation probability (see formula (1)), which in turn is computed from their co-occurrence frequency, the alignment cost between two longer NEs is always larger than that of two sub-NEs that are part of the longer NEs. For example, the shorter NE pair " ॣ " and "Hong Kong" co-occur more frequently than the longer pair, "
ॣ Ĝ Z
" and "Hong Kong Special Administrative Region", and whenever the latter NE pair co-occurs the former ones will also co-occur. In such a case, the longer NE-pair has no chance to be aligned because of the higher alignment cost. To deal with this problem, a "length bonus" is applied to the alignment cost computation. That is, the alignment cost is discounted proportionally to the length of aligned NE pairs.
Then the overall sentence alignment cost is computed as in formula (3) 
Iterative NE Alignment and Annotation Experiment
The bilingual corpus used in the experiment is the Hong Kong News Corpus, distributed through the Linguistic Data Consortium, which contains 96,320 sentence pairs, 3,034,253 English words, and 3,008,665 Chinese words. The Chinese sentences are presegmented using a maximum matching segmenter with a wordlist of 170K words. The segmentation slightly degrade the baseline annotation quality, but the reduction is quite limited, with only 1~2% in terms of Fscore. Considering the necessity of building the translation lexicon and the improvement from the proposed iterative approach, such a reduction is acceptable.
The baseline bilingual annotation is achieved by BBN's named entity annotation software, IdentiFinder [2] . The tagged named entities include 7 categories, person name, location name and organization name, date/time expression, and money/percentage expression. The last four categories are relatively easy and reliable to annotate with rule-based approach, because of their regularity (limited vocabulary, fixed usage). So we will focus on the first three categories, i.e., named person, location and organization.
Given the annotated bilingual corpus, the NE alignment procedure and corrective annotation procedure are iteratively applied, to construct the NE translation dictionary and improve the NE annotation in turn. After each iteration, the NE dictionary has less entries but a more accurate translation probability, and more and more errors in the annotated corpus are corrected.
To evaluate the annotation accuracy, a test set is randomly selected from the whole corpus, which contains 192 sentence pair, 12430 words. In these sentences 73 person names, 182 location names and 193 organization names were found and manually annotated according to the HUB-4 NE annotation guideline [9] . The automatically generated annotation was then evaluated by calculating precision and recall with respect to this gold standard. Precision is defined as
Recall is defined as The F-score, a combined measure of NE annotation's precision and recall, is defined as
Because some frequent tagged NEs in the baseline, like "
‫-‬
/Government", are not in accordance with the NE definition used for evaluation, those incompatible NEs were removed from the baseline annotation. Table 1 demonstrates the size of the NE dictionary and the monolingual annotation accuracy after each iteration. The baseline is given by the bilingual corpus where source and target sides are tagged independently. Using bilingual information, i.e., having source language and target language tagging influence each other through the alignment, gives a considerable improvement in precision and recall for both languages. This in turn leads to a cleaner lexicon which is much smaller, with only 65% entries of the first dictionary, as many entries with wrongly tagged NEs are removed. Further iterations give an additional small but still noticeable improvement. Figure 1 presents some examples from the dictionary, with corresponding translations in the 1 st and 5 th iteration, where it can be found that after each iteration the translation probability mass gradually transfers to the correct NEs. Notice that one Chinese NE can have multiple English translations, e.g. "
s " can be translated as "Anson Chan", "Mrs Chan" or just "Chan", all of which are correct translations depending on the given context. In these cases, the probability mass is distributed according to their co-occurrence frequency. Wrong translations such as "Patrick Lau" might be from mismatching annotations where they are the only tagged NEs to be matched. Figure 2 illustrates one annotated sentence pair from the corpus, with the baseline annotation and the annotation after the 5 th iteration. Three kinds of NE annotation errors can be found: However, there are a number of cases where the tagging of the baseline system is consistently wrong. For example, "Hong Kong Special Administrative Region" is always tagged as "Hong Kong" and "Administrative Region". These errors cannot be corrected by the iterative approach as the baseline NE dictionary gives a high probability for the wrong NE-to-NE alignment.
Conclusion
We presented an integrated approach to extract a named entity translation dictionary from a bilingual corpus while at the same time improving the named entity annotation quality. Starting from the bilingual corpus where the named entities were extracted independently for each language, a statistical alignment model was used to align the named entities. An iterative process was applied to extract named entity pairs with higher alignment probability. This resulted in a smaller but cleaner named entity translation dictionary and also in a significant improvement of the monolingual named entity annotation quality for both languages. Experimental result showed that the dictionary size was 
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